EMOTIONS:

Today I feel these emotions…
0 = No Intensity 5 = Highest Intensity

URGES:

Today I had the urge to...
0 = No Intensity 5 = Highest Intensity

SELF-CARE:

Fill-In

Circle When You Acted on the Urge
Date

Happy
Joyful

Angry Anxious Lonely Guilt Depressed
Bitter Fearful Empty Shame
Sad

Grief Fatigued Hopeful
Loss Run-Down

SI/
HI

Self
Harm

Binge
Purge
Restrict

Avoid

Isolate

Lash-out

SelfInvalidate

Alcohol ZzZzZ
Drug hr/row
Use

Meds

Exercise

What is your day like? Include anything you feel is important. Significant events. What/Who impacted your day?

Date

Rating Scale for Urges:
0 = NOT on your mind at all throughout the day
1 = FLEETINGLY cross your mind at some point of the day
2 = ENTERTAINED at points during the day

It’s time to make a skills call if you’re urges reach a 3 or higher!
3 = ACTIVELY engaged emotion/urge in your mind – You’re thinking on it during the day
4 = NOW A PLAN in your mind – you’re testing emotion/urge in your mind
5 = CONSTANT PERSEVERATION! All components in place for ACTION

#
Meals

Accumulate
Positive

SKILLS CHART:

✓ skills worked
ø tried skills didn’t work
* could have tried skill but didn’t

Mindfulness

Wise Mind (balance emotion and reason)
Teflon Mind (just let thoughts slide by)
One Mindful (let go of distractions; one thing at a time)
Effective (focus on what works; keep an eye on your objective)
Non Judgmental (just the facts)
Middle Path (shift all-or-nothing thinking)

Emotion
Regulation

Loving Kindness (increase love and compassion)
What am I feeling? (pause and ask)
Restructure Cognitive Distortions (identify them first)
Ride the Wave (feelings rise and fall, ride them out! Emotions ≠ facts)
ABC (accumulate positives, build mastery, cope ahead)
PLEASE (physical health, balanced eating, avoid substances, sleep, exercise)

Interpersonal
Effectiveness

Opposite to Emotion Action
DEAR MAN (describe, express, assert, reinforce, stay mindful, appear confident,
negotiate)
GIVE (be gentle, act interested, validate, have an easy manner)
FAST (fair, no apologies, stick to values, be truthful)
Intensity of Request (capability, priorities, self-respect, rights, authority, relationship,
goals, give and take, homework, timing)
Self Validation
STOP (stop, take a step back, observe, proceed mindfully)
TIP (temperature, intense exercise, paced breathing, paired muscle relaxation)

Distress Tolerance

Pros and Cons Quadrant (look at all sides)
Wise Mind ACCEPTS (distract with activities, contributing, comparisons, opposite
emotions, pushing away, other thoughts, other sensations)
Self-Soothe (five senses)
IMPROVE the Moment (imagery, meaning, prayer, relaxing actions, one thing in the
moment, brief vacation, encouragement)
Turning the Mind (ground yourself in the physical, leave ruminations)
Radical Acceptance (acceptance ≠ approval)
Half-Smile (slight upturn of the corners of your mouth)
Willing Hands (communicate openness in your body)

